Abstract -Sound waves in dielectric liquid, that consists of subsystems of valence electrons with effective mass and ions which interact through the long-wave potential electric field are considered, on analogies with metallic liquid, but with a requirement, that electric current is absent. It is shown that usual description of sound wave in an ideal liquid as wave of mass density and mass velocity follows from the offered consideration. It is also shown that sound waves on the other hand can be considered as waves of potential electric field in an environment. Introduction of phonons in both cases is considered.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sound or acoustic waves are the waves, existence of which is conditioned by resilient forces which arise up during deformation of environment ( [1] p. 34). Phenomenological hydrodynamic consideration for long waves in a liquid environment is well known [2] : there is oscillation of mass density and mass velocity . But nature of the mentioned resilient forces obviously not only quantum but also electromagnetic and we make attempt show the role of the long-wave electric field in a sound wave.
v
We consider distribution of sound wave in a liquid, as continuous environment. For simplicity we ignore all dissipative processes. It is well known [3] for liquid metals, that electronic and ionic subsystems demonstrate a different behavior. Velocity of sound s u is considerably bigger, than thermal rate of motion of ion subsystem and we can ignore such motion. But for an electronic subsystem sound is a slow process, because Fermi-velocity considerably bigger then s u . Sound waves in metals can be considered as ion-sound waves in plasma [3, 4] . , where T is the temperature of liquid, is mass of ion (identical ions). Electrons in general case form Fermi-liquid with some function of pressure, however for quality estimation on the order of value it is possible to use approximation of degenerated Fermi-gas with a zero temperature and pressure [5] , that gives u n , where is density of mass. For quality consideration there is possible the use of expression for pressure of degenerated ideal Fermi-gas for electronic component. Usually, we must enter effective mass for electronic component in approximation of the strongly coupled electrons ( [7] . 136), because for dielectrics in the first approximation it is possible to neglect covering of wave functions of electrons which behave to different ions. Like they enter effective mass at consideration of not alkaline metals for transition to approximation of free quasi-electrons and subsequent study of processes of transfer of current electronic component. For a dielectric such processes do not exist, that is taken into account by the condition (1), but the subsystems of electrons and ions take part in collective motions with certain frequencies, in particular in sound oscillations, as separate subsystems.
is self-consistent long-wave electric field (short-wave part is included in the effective mass), that describes interaction of the charged subsystems of environment at collective motions. Consequently, we study a nondissipative liquid near an equilibrium and potential motions on the basis of equations (1) - (4).
II. SOUND WAVES
We consider the adiabatic sound waves of small amplitude in the system. For this purpose we perform linearization of equations (1) -(4). From dielectric condition (1) and equations (2) - (4) (5) - (6) give 0 
The resulted consideration of sound oscillations allows simplification in two ways: transition to mechanistic description through united density of mass and mass velocity [2] and description as oscillations of the longitudinal electric field with introduction of vector potential as conjugating coordinate (see [8] ).
We obtain at first usual hydrodynamic equations from (8) - (10) . We introduce united hydrodynamic velocity General mass density of liquid is 
By adding of equations (10) 
It is well known [2] , that system of equations (14) and (17) 
